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Research based on the MTO perspective aims at generating insights about interactions 
between humans, technology, and work organisation, to help promote safety in industrial 
processes.  In this paper, the MTO perspective is introduced and five examples on MTO based 
research directed at nuclear power plants are presented. The five projects address nuclear 
power plant operation from different vantage points: operational culture, work practices in 
computerised control-rooms, training of teamwork competencies, human-automation 
interaction, and alarm system design. 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Man-Technology-Organisation (MTO) research aims at generating insights about interactions between 
humans, technology, and work organisation, to help promote safety in industrial processes. This paper 
introduces the MTO perspective and provides five examples on MTO based research directed at nuclear 
power plants (NPPs). The five projects have been carried out within the framework of the OECD Halden 
Reactor Project (HRP) and address the operation of nuclear power plants from different vantage points: 
operational culture, work practices in computerised control-rooms (CR), training of teamwork 
competencies, human-automation interaction, and alarm system design. Based on the MTO perspective, 
ten questions are outlined to assist practical reflections on safety, and a subset of future MTO research 
projects at the HRP is outlined. 
 
2. The MTO Perspective  
 
In order to get familiar with the MTO perspective – or more generally with the systemic approach – it can 
be useful to look at MTO from a historical angle.  This section provides a brief and simplified introduction to 
the MTO perspective structured under three headings: Humans as system components, Towards a systemic 
approach, and Man-Technology-Organization.2 The description is highly polarized. In practice, influences 
from both pre-systemic and systemic approaches may be reflected in the operational strategies, which are 
applied at a nuclear power plant (NPP). 
 
 
2.1 Humans as system components  
Scientific Management (Taylor, 1911) might be conceived as the first framework theory that included a 
focus on ergonomic issues within industrial production settings. The main goal was to improve production 
effectiveness, and the main focus was labour activities. People in the sharp end, i.e. people carrying out the 
operational activities, were regarded in much the same way as the technical components. The tasks of the 
operators were decomposed and analysed, to determine how they should be executed most efficiently, 
and the only requirement to the operators was to execute their allocated tasks in accordance with these 
specifications.  
 

                                                           
1 Paper prepared for the Technical Meeting on the Interaction between Individuals, Technology and Organization – A Systemic Approach to Safety 

in Practice. IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, Austria, 10–13 June 2014. 
2 The view on the MTO perspective presented in this paper is the view of the authors, not necessarily the view of the IFE, Halden Reactor Project. 
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As the complexity of the production systems increased, it became clear that humans’ adaptability does 
have its limits. It was clear that to successfully integrate humans into the industrial processes, the labour 
activities had to be organised in a way that matched the characteristics of humans. This realisation lead to 
the establishment of a research area directed at humans within industrial processes, i.e. Human Factors, 
and in 1947 the first university course in Human Factor Engineering was offered (Hollnagel, 1984). Human 
Factors research was largely aimed at obtaining better insights into human capacity issues, focusing on 
physical size, movement potentials, tolerance for environmental influences, sensory system, perception, 
and memory, etc. 
 
Safety was mainly seen as resulting from repetition of established routines, and for this reason procedure 
compliance was emphasised. Human behaviour would often be interpreted from an individual-oriented 
perspective. This implied that a person’s actions were explained with reference to the person: If an 
operator committed an error, typical explanations included procedure violence, lack of competence, or 
disease. Operators were not perceived to be highly reliable, and ‘human errors’ were identified as a factor 
constituting a threat to safety. One strategy for reducing the risk for human errors was to eliminate the 
operators from the production processes to the extent possible, by automating all tasks that could be 
automated. This implied that all tasks, which the designers could not think of how to automate, were left to 
the operators (Bainbridge, 1983).  
 
 
2.2 Towards a systemic approach  
In the late 1980s, it was increasingly accepted that human behaviour could not meaningfully be understood 
in isolation from the context in which it takes place. A major reason for this change was a series of 
accidents that occurred during the 1980s - Bhopal, Chernobyl, Zeebrugge, King's Cross, Piper Alpha and 
Clapham Junction - which in most cases appeared to have originated in the managerial and organizational 
sphere (Reason, 1993). Within the nuclear industry, the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979 specifically 
spurred this change: In the accident investigation report (Kemeny et al., 1979), several organisational 
factors were identified as contributors to the accident: Poor interface design, incomplete and somewhat 
inconsistent instructions, and weaknesses in training programs and daily routines. The possibility of 
preventing accidents associated with modern high-risk industries, such as nuclear power plants or aviation 
was also challenged: Perrow (1984) argued that large-scale system accidents were normal given the 
characteristics of modern production systems: The high complexity and tight couplings made it impossible 
to foresee - and thus plan and develop routines for – all possible situations that could arise, and unforeseen 
events leading to accidents were bound to happen from time to time. 
 

2.3 The systemic approach - Man-Technology-Organization  
The Man-Technology-Organization perspective aims at promoting safety in industrial processes based on an 
understanding of the interactions between ‘M’ ((hu)mans), ‘T’ (technology), and ‘O’ (work organisation). In 
Scandinavia, the term MTO is often used synonymously with the term Human Factors (Rollenhagen, 1997). 
In Sweden, it was introduced by Kerstin Dahlgren Persson at the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate.3 The 
department she then headed was called “Man-Machine” and she wanted to emphasise that its scope was 
broader than Man-Machine, focusing on the interactions between MTO (personal communication). The 
MTO perspective is markedly influenced by cybernetics. It assumes that a system is hierarchically 
organized, and MTO analyses always begin by determine the overall purpose of the MTO system to be 
studied (Rollenhagen, 1997).  
 
With the systemic approach a new view of what it takes to uphold safety in industrial processes was 
introduced. Safety was conceptualized as a dynamic non-event (Weick, 1987): Human errors, technical 
malfunctions and other unsafe events will inevitably happen from time to time, but as long as unsafe 
events are compensated by other system processes, they will not have negative impacts on plant safety. 
Humans are, moreover, seen as positive contributors to upholding safety, providing the working conditions 
are well suited to their characteristics and abilities. 

                                                           
3 Current: Swedish Radiation Safety Authority 
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High-reliability organisations (HRO) theory (e.g. Weick and Sutcliffe, 2001) also represents a systemic 
approach on MTO elements. HRO theory refers to the same type of organizations, which Perrow described 
as high-risk systems. However, instead of focusing on why accidents are about to happen in such 
organizations, it focuses on why accidents do not happen more often. HRO research identified five features 
that characterised HROs at the organizational level, and helped them to protect against safety threats: 
Preoccupation with failures, reluctance to simplify, sensitivity to operations, commitment to resilience, and 
deference to expertise (ibid.). 
  
Similarly, Resilience Engineering aims at enhancing organisations’ abilities to uphold safety, by creating 
processes that are flexible, yet robust. Resilience may be defined as ‘‘... the ability of systems to prevent or 
adapt to changing conditions in order to maintain (control over) a system property’’ (Leveson et al., 2006, 
p. 95). Resilience Engineering theory emphasises that individual and collective performance will adjust to 
match demands and resources available in the under-specified and constantly changing operational 
contexts in order to ensure that ‘things go right’ (i.e., performance variability). It holds that safety is 
something an organization does, rather than something an organization has: To achieve safe operation, an 
organization needs abilities to respond to what happens, to monitor critical developments, to anticipate 
future threats and opportunities, and to learn from past experience – successes as well as failures 
(Hollnagel, Leonhardt, Licu and Shorrock, 2013).  
 
 
3. MTO Perspectives in Research Projects Addressing Safety at the Operational Level - Examples  
 
MTO research may focus at all organizational levels. This 
section illustrates how the MTO perspective can be 
reflected in research projects, focusing on the operational 
level, using examples from the research performed by the 
OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP).  
 
The HRP was established in 1958 as a multilateral project. 
Today, 20 countries are members of the HRP, and 31 
organizations are either signatory members or associated 
parties. The HPR has a laboratory called HAMMLAB (Halden Man-Machine Laboratory) (Owre, 2011). It 
comprises a full-scale PWR and a full-scale BWR simulator. Three of the five projects used as examples of 
how the MTO perspective is addressed in research projects at HRP, applied HAMMLAB as a testbed.  
 
3.1 Is there such a thing as an international nuclear operational culture? 
 
People from various nations and cultures are engaged in NPP operation. The cultural differences could limit 
the generalizability of human- machine research conducted in HAMMLAB, where participants have mainly 
been sampled from culturally homogeneous populations. A study was performed to investigate to which 
extent nuclear nations and organizations share a common culture, or have unique cultures. From a pre-
systemic perspective, operational culture is not a highly important research area to the extent staff 
members are required to execute their tasks (completely) based on procedures. From a systemic 
perspective, operational culture becomes a topic of key interest, because culture affects performance 
adaptation. 
 
A questionnaire developed by Hofstede (2001) for assessment of national and organizational culture was 
distributed among 24 Swedish, 44 Korean and 13 US CR operators in six plant organizations in order to 
profile nuclear operator culture (Skraaning, Park and Heimdal, 2012).  
 
The result showed that the six plant organizations from these different national cultures had surprisingly 
similar culture profiles. Swedish, Korean and US operators may have different values or norms originating 
from corresponding national culture and organisational cultures, but it is likely that they share similar 
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values or norms generated within their professional culture acquired from the nuclear domain. The 
operators may gradually have been socialised into an operational culture just like people become part of 
national cultures. The findings from this study could be early evidence of a common nuclear operational 
culture, which is promising both with respect to further work related to operational and safety culture, and 
also with respect to the cross-cultural generalizability of our simulator research. It is important, however, to 
be aware that culture is not the only obstacle to generalization across operator populations. 
 
3.2 The impact on work practices when introducing computerised control-rooms 
 
Several nuclear power plants are upgraded or are planning to upgrade to include more advanced 
technology and computer-based systems in the CRs. In compact computerized CRs plant state information 
is moved from large, hardwired panels to computer monitors at operator workstations. One of the main 
concerns associated with computer-based CR environments is the potential loss of shared understanding 
between the CR personnel. From a pre-systemic perspective, it may seem reasonably to upgrade CRs when 
new technology is available making use of what the new technology has to offer. From a systemic 
perspective, it becomes important to understand, how the technological changes impact the operators’ 
ability to operate the plant safely and reliably. The overall aim of this project is to provide practical and 
directly applicable input related to challenges and opportunities in computer-based CRs in order to create a 
foundation for safe work practices and cooperation. 
 
A study exploring team transparency, i.e. team members’ awareness of individual operator activities, in 
computer-based CRs, was conducted using the BWR simulator in HAMMLAB. Six crews participated in four 
scenarios. Two different CR configurations were tested: the Team Transparency configuration was designed 
with the purpose of maximizing the transparency of operator activities, while the Baseline configuration did 
not include any Team Transparency initiatives (Strand, Kaarstad, Svengren, Karlsson, Nihlwing, 2010).  This 
study suggested that the team transparency initiatives were most beneficial for the shift supervisor. The 
second study focused on the shift supervisor. It explored the usability and usefulness of a handheld device 
(iPad) as a tool for the shift supervisor to monitor process information, while located outside the main CR 
(Kaarstad, Strand, Nihlwing, 2012). The study was conducted at the PWR simulator in HAMMLAB. An iPad 
was used to show on-line process information from the simulator to the shift supervisor (see Figure 1). Five 
crews participated in the study, which comprised four short scenarios. The shift supervisor in each crew 
was located outside the simulator CR in the beginning of all the scenarios. In two of the scenarios, the shift 
supervisor had access to the iPad while being located outside the simulator CR, and in two of the scenarios, 
the shift supervisor did not have access to the iPad. Some minutes into the disturbance he arrived in the 
CR. 

 
In the first study, the operators, and 
particularly the shift supervisor 
preferred the Team Transparency 
configuration. The operators’ 
communication pattern showed a more 
information-confirming character in the 
Team Transparency configuration and a 
more information-requesting character 
in the traditional computer-based 
solution. The second study showed that 
having the iPad available helped the 

shift supervisor to a faster process update after he entered the CR, it improved the crews perceived shared 
understanding, and reduced the mental demand for the shift supervisor. In addition, usability ratings of the 
iPad were very high. The study suggests that with the technological solutions available today, it is possible 
to make design solutions to overcome some of the worries described in the literature regarding challenges 
with computer-based systems in CRs, and make designs where operator activities can be visible for the rest 
of the team to support shared awareness. Emerging technologies, like handheld devices, can promote 
operator performance if designed to support operator work.  

Figure 1. Process information at the hand-held device (iPad). 
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3.3 What teamwork competencies do control-room personnel in nuclear power plant need? 
 
Training of nuclear power plant CR crews should ensure that the staff member possesses all the 
competencies needed to run their plant safely and efficiently. Competence refer to the “... ability to apply 
skills, knowledge and attitudes in order to perform an activity or a job to specified standards in an effective 
and efficient manner” (IAEA, 2002, p.8). The technical competencies needed by operators are well 
established (e.g. U.S. NRC, 2007), but the teamwork competencies have not yet been as firmly defined.  
From a pre-systemic perspective, it might seem reasonable to focus teamwork training on the operational 
procedures and general rules for collaboration. From a systemic perspective, it is also important that 
training promote operators’ ability to adapt their collective performance efficiently depending on the 
requirements in the situation at hand. 
 
The purpose of the project was to contribute to the development of a taxonomy for teamwork 
competencies, required by nuclear power plant CR crews. The first study (Skjerve, 2013) addressed the 
following research question: What behaviours and attitudes do CR operators associate with high-quality 
and low-quality teamwork in a CR team? Based on the findings in this study, it was hypothesised that the 
required teamwork competencies might not be identical across all operational states. The second study 
(Skjerve and Holmgren, in press) was designed to explore this hypothesis, and the research question was: 
What are the differences and similarities between the teamwork competencies needed by members of CR 
crews in nuclear power plants across three operational states: normal operation, outages and emergency 
operation? Data for the second study was collected in the period September 2012 – April 2014. 
Observations were carried out by two researchers aimed at two crews in a PWR unit of a north European 
nuclear power plant, during normal operation and outages. The observed crews comprised the following 
roles: Shift supervisor, deputy shift supervisor (intermittently), reactor operator, assisting reactor operator, 
turbine operator, and typically five to six field operators. In addition, observations were made during 
simulator training sessions. In addition, a questionnaire survey was administered to 33 of all the PWR 
operators working in the plant.  

The preliminary findings suggest that the teamwork competencies required by CR crews may be comprised 

under nine competence-dimension headings: Attitudes; Communication; Coordination; Decision Making 

and planning; Intra-personal competencies; Leadership; Learning and teaching - continuous improvement; 

Mutual support - increasing team robustness; Situation awareness - building and maintaining. They also 

suggest a set of differences and similarities between the teamwork competencies required across the three 

operational states. For example: The sub-competencies needed to build and maintain Situation awareness 

to some extent differ, since situation awareness is partly built in different ways across the three operational 

states. The competence dimension, Attitudes, on the other hand, seems to be identical. Competencies 

associated with Learning and teaching are most readily observed during normal operation. Still if crew 

members possess a sound repertoire of learning/teaching approaches, this may contribute to promote task 

performance also during outages, e.g. by reducing the risk for misunderstandings. 
 
3.4 Promoting human-automation interaction through interface design  
 
Automatic systems are implemented in nuclear power plants to increase the effectiveness and safety 
associated with the operational activities. Automation uses a combination of devices such as interlocks, 
limitations, protections, controllers, and programs to regulate the processes in the plant. From a pre-
systemic perspective, it may then seem reasonable to automate as many tasks in a NPP as possible, leaving 
only the tasks that cannot be automated to the human operators, to reduce the risk for human errors. 
From a systemic perspective, it is emphasised that also automatic systems may fail, and that when they do, 
human operators have to be able to take over control of the production processes. The human-centered 
automation design approach (Billings, 1991) emphasises that to be in control, the operators need to be 
informed about the automatic system’s activity. In the literature, lack of this type of information has been 
argued to markedly decrease effectiveness of operator-automation interaction (Norman, 1990). 
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A study was performed to obtain 
insights into how operators handled 
situations in which automation 
malfunctions occurred, when working 
from two different human-system 
interfaces (Skjerve, Skraaning, Saarni 
and Strand, 2011): a) A Conventional 
Interface, which represented 
information about the automatic 
system’s activity indirectly based on its 
impact on the state of the production 
system. b) An Experimental Interface, 
which used the Conventional Interface 
as its basis and added explicit 
information about the activity of the 
automatic devices (see Figure 2). The 
Experimental Interface included in 
addition verbal feedback from the 
automatic system on its activities. The 
feedback was provided in the natural 
language of the participating operators. 
The study comprised two experiments: one main experiment and a replication experiment with minor 
improvements in the interface design. The study was performed in HAMMLAB using a PWR (VVER) full-
scale simulator. In all, 34 licensed operators, distributed across 14 crews with 2-3 members in each, took 
part in the study. Each crew performed 4 scenarios, lasting 45-55 minutes. 
 
Overall, the study showed that plant performance effectiveness was significantly better when operators 
worked from the Experimental Interface, than the Conventional Interface, providing that the verbal 
feedback fulfilled certain requirements: It should be specific (i.e., refer to specific plant components and 
states), based on sound logic (e.g., no unnecessary repetitions), and the feedback associated with the 
reactor and turbine side should be readily distinguishable (e.g. using a female voice on the reactor side, and 
a male voice on the turbine side). Moreover, regardless of the characteristics of the verbal feedback, the 
quality of human-automation cooperation was higher, perceived workload lower, operators’ trust in 
automation more pronounced, and the operators’ ability to detect deviations were better when working 
from the Experimental Interface, rather than the Conventional Interface. Overall, the study contributed to 
emphasise the need for informing operators about the automatic system’s activity. Even though the 
information made the interfaces complex, the operators unanimously reported that they preferred to work 
from the Experimental Interface. They found that the Experimental interface helped them in identifying 
deviations quickly and reduced the need to search for information in other parts of the system to 
understand the situation at hand. 
 
 
3.5 Alarm systems research 
 
Alarm indications are used to alert operators about important process deviations, disturbances and 
conditions. The organization expects that operators observe the patterns of alarm indications and perform 
the correct actions toward the process in order to keep the process safe and stable. Alarm systems have 
been a major concern within complex industrial systems for many years. From a pre-systemic perspective, 
it is important to ensure that each component will alarm, when its threshold values are exceeded. From a 
systemic perspective, it is important to ensure that the alarm system is designed in a way that allows the 
operators to make sense of the situation at hand. The main challenge with most alarm systems today is 
that they generate an extensive amount of alarms during larger disturbances, and that secondary, or 
hidden malfunctions, which can arise during the disturbance, can be very difficult to detect. In order to 

Convention

Experiment

Figure 2. The overview display of the Conventional (top) and 
Experimental Interface (bottom). 
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keep the process safe and stable and to avoid cognitive overload of the operators, research and 
development of alarm systems is necessary. 
 
Alarm systems have been a focused research topic within the HRP for many years (Berg, Kaarstad, Farbrot, 
Nihlwing, Karlsson, Torralba, 2012).  The HRP has developed many computer-based alarm system concepts 
and performed a series of tests and experiments in HAMMLAB since 1983. The experience that HRP has 
gained in alarm system development and testing has been instrumental in providing lessons learned and 
recommendations for alarm system design and implementation for the industry.  
 
Recently, a state-based alarm (SBA) system was developed for the BWR simulator in HAMMLAB within the 
frame of a Nordic cooperation (Nihlwing and Kaarstad, 2012). The SBA is designed as an advanced add-on 
alarm tool to the ordinary alarm system. It is based on a number of well-defined process states, where 
alarms continuously adjust themselves to the actual process state. Only alarms not normal for the actual 
plant state are alerted in the SBA. Alarms in the SBA are presented in a separate list, and are visualised 
differently in the process displays. A usability test was performed in the BWR simulator in HAMMLAB. A 
total of seven different crews from different plants participated in the study. Three scenarios were used, 
allowing an evaluation of the SBA system, as well as a comparison of findings from an earlier usability test 
where operators only had access to the ordinary alarm system and no advanced alarm system. 
Observations, interviews, usability questionnaires, audio and video recordings as well as data logs were 
used as data input in order to evaluate the system.  
 
The overall findings showed that secondary disturbances were detected quicker and more often with 
access to the SBA system than with only the ordinary alarm system. The alarm rate was perceived by the 
operators to be manageable, and the usability ratings of the SBA were high. Operators believed that such 
an alarm system could be of great help as an add-on alarm system in a nuclear power plant. The results can 
contribute to the development of advanced alarm system tools that can help operators to avoid cognitive 
overload. 
  

 
4. Conclusion 

  
At HRP, the MTO perspective is used to address a broad range of topics of which only a tiny subset has 
been illustrated in this paper. It focuses on the interaction between the M, T and O elements, rather than 
on the individual elements as such. The MTO perspective assumes that performance cannot be fully 
specified in advance, which contrasts with the view of the pre-systemic approach that emphasised 
procedure adherence. Finally, MTO consider safety as resulting from continuous adaptations within 
industrial systems. This means that work should be organised, technology designed, and employees 
provided with the competencies needed to ensure that a dynamic balance between the M, T, and O 
elements is always uphold to 
reduce the risk for incidents and 
accidents. 
 
The outcomes of MTO based 
research may be directly or 
indirectly applicable to the 
industry. Alone, each research 
project typically generates results, 
which cover only a fraction of the 
insights, practitioners would like to 
have established. Issues of 
generalizability need also always 
to be considered.  However, as a 
whole, the many research projects 
contribute to a knowledge base Figure 3. Ten questions to assist reflections on operational safety issues. 
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that the industry benefits from in the short and long terms.  Figure 3 contains ten questions, which we 
believe address some of the key issues uncovered by MTO research to be of key importance for ensuring 
safety. Practitioners may use this type of questions to assist systematic reflection of safety aspects 
associated with operational activities in a practical setting.  
 
The topics addressed by the HRP reflect the concerns of the member organisations. In 2015, the HRP 
initiates a series of research projects addressing emergency situations, a topic which was actualized by the 
accident at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The projects will address aspects in the period from when the CR 
crew operates alone based on the Emergency Operating Procedures, to when the Technical Support Centre 
has been established, covering a longer time span when operation is based on the Severe Accident 
Management Guidelines. The research projects will contribute to human-system interface designs, 
knowledge of team interaction issues and programs for accident management training. 
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